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New Retailer Simplifies Online Shopping for Comfortable Heels 
Stiletto Charm becomes the one-stop shop for vetted comfortable heels 

 

SAN FRANCSICO, CA (September 18, 2017) – Stiletto Charm, a San Francisco online-based 

startup, is transforming the way women shop for comfortable high heels. The retailer features 

exclusively high heels with comfort technologies, also known as High Performance High Heels, 

from designers in the U.S., Germany, Denmark, Italy, a d Lo do . It si plifies the o a ’s 
process for buying comfortable heels y deli eri g the orld’s selection of High Performance 

High Heels all in one site. With this particular niche offering, Stiletto Charm distinguishes itself 

from other shoe retailers (who mainly sell traditional heels) by providing women a streamlined 

shopping experience in a unique platform where only vetted comfortable heels with comfort 

technologies are showcased.  

 

Wo e  scavenge the internet for fashion-forward comfortable heels and are often 

disappointed by a lack of validated comfort,  states Sasha Charms, Founder and CEO of Stiletto 

Charm. Our team distinctly reviews and selects every brand and shoe inducted into our shoe 

line-up and ensures their technologies offer solutions to high heel comfort. Any brand can call 

its heels comfortable, but at Stiletto Charm comfortable comes with proof – heels engineered 

with comfort technologies. This differentiates us from any other retailer.  

 

How it Works 

The customer comes to StilettoCharm.com. She clicks on any high heel and finds in the product 

page shoe specifications, recommendations for the best fit, and lastly a link to the shoe’s 

technology for more information. The Technologies page illustrates how each shoe brand 

delivers on its comfort. The high heel technologies come in Ro a ore’s specially designed 

orthopedic insoles, Ile e Berg’s pate ted p eu ati  air  te h ology, and Sargossa’s pate t 
pending cushion rebound technology. With this quality of information, the customer makes a 

better-informed decision on which heel is best for her foot type, completes the checkout 

process, and receives her shoes in as little as two business days. 

 

About Stiletto Charm 

The online retailer features trendy booties, pumps, and sandals for the fashion-forward woman 

who wears heels from day to day and would greatly benefit from added comfort on her feet. 

The selection of shoes includes heels for women with all types of widths including wide feet, as 

well as shoes for women with bunions, high arches, and other specific needs. Stiletto Charm 

also has a bridal shoe selection for brides and bridesmaids. Shoes retail from $279-$329, and 

free shipping is available to subscribers. Women can find the selection of High Performance 

High Heels and subscribe at www.stilettocharm.com. 
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